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Abstract— In a multi-input multi-output control system, cou-
pling force between multiple axes can deteriorate control perfor-
mance and stability. In this paper, a decoupling method utilizing a
high-precision stage with multiple actuators is proposed. Accord-
ing to a model considering the misalignment between the center
of gravity (CoG), the center of rotation (CoR), the actuation
point, and the measurement point, the coupling characteristics
from the translational force to the angle can be changed by
varying the height of the actuation point. The model indicates
that a CoR-driven method can suppress the coupling in the low
frequency range and a CoG-driven method can suppress the
coupling in the high frequency range. This paper proposes a CoR
and CoG hybrid-driven method using complementary filters to
place the actuation point at the CoR and the CoG in low and high
frequency ranges, respectively. The effectiveness of the proposed
method is verified by experiments.

I. Introduction

High-precision scan stages have an important role in the

semiconductor and flat panel display manufacturing processes

[1], [2]. To achieve precise positioning accuracy, six degrees

of freedom (x, y, z, θx, θy, θz) stages with contactless gravity

compensation are commonly used [3], [4]. This contactless

structure can reduce disturbances such as friction and floor

vibration [5]. Because the high-precision stages are multi

input multi output (MIMO) systems, the coupling effect can

deteriorate the positioning accuracy and productivity.

There are two approaches for decoupling: 1) data based

approaches [6], [7], [8], and 2) model based approaches [1],

[9], [10]. This paper studies the model based approach. During

scanning motion, coupling between the scanning motion (x)

and the pitching motion (θy) compromises the control per-

formance. One of the reasons for the coupling is a height

mismatch of four points on the stage: the center of the gravity

(CoG), the center of rotation (CoR), the translational actuation

point, and the translational position measurement point [10].

It is difficult to match these four points because of mechanical

constraints, such as spatial limitations, and shifts of the CoG

due to load mass variations. Moreover, it is hard to estimate

the position of the CoG precisely by CAD software analysis

because of geometrical tolerances and uncertainties in density
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup: 6-DOF high-precision stage.

[11], [12].

Our research group proposed a decoupling method consist-

ing of three parts [10]: 1) dual-actuated voice coil motors

(VCMs) structured in the x direction that enable us to change

the height of the actuation point by means of thrust distribu-

tion, 2) a detailed modeling accounting for the misalignment of

the CoG, CoR, actuation point, and measurement point, and

3) use of a CoG-driven method and a CoR-driven method.

According to model observations, the CoG-driven method, in

which the height of the actuation point coincides with the CoG,

can reduce the coupling gain from the translational force fx

to the pitching angle θy in the high frequency range. On the

other hand, the CoR-driven method, in which the height of

the actuation point coincides with the CoR, can reduce the

coupling gain from fx to θy in the low frequency range. In

other words, there is a trade-off between the height of the

actuation point and the coupling gain from fx to θy motion.

This paper proposes a CoR and CoG hybrid-driven method,

using a complementary filter, to place the actuation point at

the CoR and the CoG in low and high frequency ranges,

respectively. This method can suppress the coupling from x to

θy in a wide frequency range. The effectiveness of this method

is demonstrated by experiments. The proposed method is based

on an idea called integrated design of mechanism and control
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(a) Actuator arrangement of the fine stage with two
VCMs in x direction.
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Fig. 2. Structure of the fine stage.

Fig. 3. Side view of the fine stage. By changing the thrust distribution ratio
a (see eq. (1) and eq. (2)), the height of the virtual actuation point can be
placed arbitrarily.
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Fig. 4. Structure of the gravity canceller. The radius of the curvature of the
air gyro decides the height of the center of rotation (CoR) of the fine stage.

[13], [14], [15].

II. Experimental setup

A. Overview

Our research group designed the dual stage shown in Fig.

1. The actuator and sensor arrangement of the fine stage is

illustrated in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3, the fine

stage has two VCMs in the x direction.

The fine stage is supported by a 6-DOF air bearing “gravity

canceller” [4]. The picture and schematic of the gravity can-

celler are shown in Fig. 4. The gravity canceller compensates

for the gravitational force experienced by the fine stage and

supports its 6-DOF without friction. The gravity canceller is

composed of three parts: the air gyro, the planar air bearing

and the air bearing actuator that support the (θx, θy, θz), (x, y),
and (z)-directional motion, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4,

the shape of the air gyro is similar to that of a hemisphere.

The fine stage slides on the hemispheric surface of the air

gyro with an air gap of a few μm. In this paper, the center of

the hemisphere is called the center of rotation (CoR). In other

words, the radius of curvature of the air gyro determines the

height of the CoR.

B. Changeable actuation point stage by multiple actuators

Due to the spatial limitations of the fine stage, a VCM

for the x direction cannot be placed at the desired actuation

point. In this section, a new fine stage structure that can shift

the virtual actuation point by means of thrust distribution of

multiple actuators is introduced. This is based on a simple idea

shown in Fig. 3. The two VCMs generate force fx1 and fx2 in

the x direction by a thrust distribution law

fx1 = a fx, fx2 = (1 − a) fx, (1)

where a denotes the thrust distribution ratio. Here, the height

of the virtual actuation point Lf x is defined as

Lf x = aLf x1 + (1 − a)Lf x2, (2)

where Lf x1 and Lf x2 denote the heights of the actuation point

of fx1 and fx2 from the CoR, respectively.

Although this structure doubles the amount of wiring, and

the mass of the fine stage becomes slightly heavier, this

structure has advantages, as described below. By changing the

thrust distribution ratio a, the height of the virtual actuation

point Lf x can be placed at the desired point, such as the

position of the CoG or the CoR. Moreover, during operation,

the CoG shifts as a result of load mass variation. Because

the transfer functions depend on the height of the CoG Lg2
(formulated in (3)–(7)), the coupling characteristics change

dynamically. Even in this case, this structure can reduce the

coupling forces by means of placing the virtual actuation point

at the desired position.

III. Modeling

The model of x and θy motion is shown in Fig. 5 and Tab.

I. As introduced in section II, this stage has a fixed center

of rotation because the stage is supported by the air gyro

for (θx, θy, θz). In reference [10], the transfer function from

fx and τy to xm and θy is formulated as (3)–(7). Equations

(3)–(7) are obtained by following steps: 1) the generalized

coordinate definition q1 = xg1, q2 = θy, 2) Lagrange’s equation

formulation, 3) linearization by the following assumptions:

cos(θy) � 1, sin(θy) � θy, θ̇2y � 0, 4) coordinate transforma-

tion to the measurement point. The formulation details are

described in reference [10].



g11(s) =
xm(s)

fx(s)
=

[Jθy + Lf xLmMx1 − (Lf x − Lg2)(Lg2 − Lm)Mx2]s2 + (Cθy + Lf xLmCx1)s + Kθy + Lf xLmKx1 − Lg2Mx2g

D(s)
(3)

g21(s) =
θy(s)

fx(s)
=

[Lf xMx1 + (Lf x − Lg2)Mx2]s2 + Lf xCx1s + Lf xKx1

D(s)
(4)

g12(s) =
xm(s)

τy(s)
=

[LmMx1 + (Lm − Lg2)Mx2]s2 + LmCx1s + LmKx1

D(s)
(5)

g22(s) =
θy(s)

τy(s)
=

(Mx1 + Mx2)s2 +Cx1s + Kx1

D(s)
(6)

D(s) = [(Mx1 + Mx2)Jθy + Mx1Mx2L2
g2]s4 + [(Mx1 + Mx2)Cθy + (Jθy + Mx2L2

g2)Cx1]s3+

[(Jθy + Mx2L2
g2)Kx1 + (Mx1 + Mx2)(Kθy − Mx2Lg2g) +CθyCx1]s2 + [CθyKx1 +Cx1(Kθy − Lg2Mx2g)]s + Kx1(Kθy − Lg2Mx2g) (7)
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Fig. 5. Fine stage model of the x and θy motion.
(positive directions of Lg2, L f x and Lm are defined as illustrated)

TABLE I

Model parameters.

Symbol Meaning Value
xm Measured position of the fine stage –
xg1 Position of the CoG of the planar air bearing and the air gyro –
xg2 Position of the CoG of the fine stage –
θy Measured attitude angle of the fine stage –
fx Input force of the fine stage in the x direction –
τy Input torque of the fine stage in the θy direction –

Mx1 Mass of the planar air bearing and the air gyro 0.077 kg
Cx1 Viscosity coefficient in the xg1 motion 430 N/(m/s)
Kx1 Spring coefficient in the xg1 motion 11000 N/m
Mx2 Mass of the fine stage 5.3 kg

Jθy Moment of inertia of the fine stage 0.10 kgm2

Cθy Viscosity coefficient of the fine stage in the θy motion 1.6 Nm/(rad/s)
Kθy Spring coefficient of the fine stage in the θy motion 1200 Nm/rad
Lm Distance between the measurement point of xm and the CoR −0.028 m
Lg2 Distance between the CoR and the CoG of the fine stage −0.051 m
L f x Distance between the CoR of the fine stage and the actuation point changeable

Equations (4) and (5) suggest that the height mismatch of

the CoG, the CoR, the actuation point, and the measurement

point causes the coupling effect between x and θy motion. In

the following section IV, the relationship between the height

of the actuation point and coupling characteristics g21(s) is

discussed.

IV. Decoupling g21(s) using multiple actuators

A. CoG-driven method and CoR-driven method [10]

By changing the actuation point Lf x, equations (3)–(7) sug-

gest that the coupling transfer function g21(s) can be changed

without any impact of g12(s) and g22(s). In this section, CoR-

driven method and CoG-driven method are introduced [10].
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Fig. 6. Frequency characteristics of g21(s) (model parameters are shown in
Tab. I). The height of the actuation point L f x is set as 0.021, 0, −0.033,−0.051,
and −0.078. The position of the CoG Lg2 is fixed as −0.051. There is a trade-
off between CoR-driven method (L f x = 0) and CoG-driven method (L f x =
−0.051) in high and low frequency ranges.

• CoR-driven method (Fig. 7(a))

If the Lf x is set to 0, this means that the actuation point is

placed at the CoR, Lf x(Mx1s2 +Mx2s2 +Cx1s+Kx1)/D(s)

becomes 0 in equation (4). In this case, the coupling term

g21(s) is only −Lg2Mx2s2/D(s). Through this, the coupling

gain of g21(s) in low frequencies is suppressed.

• CoG-driven method (Fig. 7(b))

If the Lf x is set as Lg2, this means that the actuation point

is placed at the CoG, (Lg2 − Lf x)Mx2s2/D(s) becomes

0 in equation (4). In this case, the coupling term is

only Lf x(Mx1s2 + Cx1s + Kx1)/D(s). Through this, the

coupling gain of g21(s) in high frequencies is suppressed

considering Mx1 � Mx2 (see Tab. I).

The comparison between the CoR- and CoG-driven methods

is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 shows that there is a trade-off

between the CoR- and CoG-driven methods in low and high

frequencies.

B. Proposal of CoR and CoG hybrid-driven method

As described in the subsection IV-A, the coupling charac-

teristics from fx to θy can be changed by the height of the



(a) CoR-driven method. (b) CoG-driven method.

(c) CoG and CoR hybrid-driven method.

(d) Equivalent block diagram
of Fig. 7(c).

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the thrust distribution described in (1). ar and
ag denote the thrust distribution constants for CoR-driven method and CoG-
driven method, respectively. fh denotes 1st order high-pass filter to make
complementary filter. f ∗x , f ∗x1

, f ∗x2
denote the reference of the total force for

the x direction, and two VCMs in the x direction shown in Fig. 2(a).

actuation point. However, there is a trade-off shown in Fig. 6.

This paper proposes the CoR and CoG hybrid-driven

method. This method can place the actuation height at the CoR

in the low frequency range and the CoG in the high frequency

range using the 1st order complementary filter illustrated in

Fig. 2(a). The cut off frequency of the 1st order complementary

filter is set as the break frequency of g21(s).

The Fig. 7(c) configuration needs four high-pass filters fh(s).

However, Fig. 7(c) can also be written as Fig. 7(d) which

requires only one high-pass filter.

V. Experiments

Experiments are performed by the stage shown in Fig. 1. In

the following experiments, the height of the actuation point is

changed by the thrust distribution described in the subsection

II-B. The height of the actuation point from the CoR is set as

Lf x = 0, −0.015, −0.033, −0.051.

A. Frequency responses

The measured frequency responses are shown in Fig. 8.

According to Fig. 8(a), (b), (d), the variation of the actuation

height Lf x does not affect g11, g12, g22.

Fig. 8(c) indicates that the variation of Lf x can change the

g21 as modeled in section IV and Fig. 6. The hybrid-driven

method proposed in the subsection IV-B shows that the CoR

and CoG hybrid-driven method can reduce the coupling gain

for a wide frequency range as shown in Fig. 8(c).
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(a) g11.
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(b) g12.
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(c) g21.
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(d) g22.

Fig. 8. Measured frequency responses. The height of the actuation point
L f x is changed as 0,−0.015,−0.033,−0.051. “hyb” denotes the hybrid-driven
method of L f x = 0 and L f x = −0.051. Here, the cut off frequency of the fh(s)
is set as 16 Hz. According to Fig. 8(c), there is a trade off between L f x = 0
and L f x = −0.051 in a high and low frequencies. On the other hand, the
hybrid-driven method can reduce the coupling gain.
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of the step response experiment. The coupling
characteristics g21 can be shaped by changing the virtual actuation point L f x
and the high-path filter fh(s) of the hybrid-driven method.

B. Time responses

Time responses are measured with the block diagram shown

in Fig. 9. Single-input single-output feedback controllers

c1(s), c2(s) are designed with a pole assignment approach [16],

without considering the coupling transfer functions. Designed

closed loop poles are at 20 Hz.

Here, a 100 μm step reference is given for the translational

position reference x∗. The reference of the angle θ∗y is kept at

0 rad. The time responses and maximum error are shown in

Fig. 10 and Tab. II, respectively. The figure shows that the CoR

and CoG hybrid-driven method can reduce the error generated

from coupling dynamics.

VI. Conclusion

This paper proposes a center of rotation and gravity hybrid-

driven method that accounts for height mismatch of the center

of gravity (CoG), the center of rotation (CoR), the actuation

point, and the measurement point of the stage. In our previous

study [10], the model based analysis suggests that a trade-

off exists between the height of the actuation point and the

coupling gain from translational force fx to the pitching angle

θy. To improve the coupling reduction performance, this paper

proposes a CoR and CoG hybrid-driven method, which places

the actuation height at the CoR in the low frequency range and

at the CoG in the high frequency range. This method requires

only one 1st order complementary filter. The effectiveness of

the proposed method is verified by frequency and time domain

experiments.
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